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A= a/r1, dimensionless. 
a = distance of the circle from the center of the torus, 
( CB) • 
a =radius or h~lf axis length, (c~). 
a 0 = initial radius or half axis length, (em). 
Bn = coefficient in series solution, dioensionless 
b =a constant defined by cqu2.tion (2.10). 
C = :Dimensionless concentratio1.:1 o.f the solute. 
c• = equilibrium concentration {g. mole/liter) 
OA concentration of solute A. 
CAo initial concentr~tion of solute A. 
OAf = fi:nal concentration of solute .A. 
Cc = continuous phase 
Ci,j,k =concentration at the point (X,Z) and tine 
(g. mole/liter). 
0([) = volumetric average concentration, dimensionless 
D = diffusivity, (cm2/sec). 
=molecular diffusivity 
phase, (cm2/sec). 
Ds = effective diffusivity 
of 
DAB= diffusivity of A in :B. 
the solute iD 
d -diameter of the droplet, (em). 
E = fraction extracted = CA0 - CAt! CA0 - CA 
the dispersed 
E =effective diffusivity predicted by equation (2.35), ( cm2/sec). 
Em = fraction extracted = 1 - C([) 
i = number corresponding to X axis 
j == 11111nber col~l:'esponding to Z aJ~is 
j.A_,, = mass flux of sycci es A relativ-e to mass average 
.; velocity, C;::n cJ::;.2jsec) ._ 
KD =overall ne.ss tr2.nsfer coe.i'iicient, (en/sec). 
I • 
K = dimensionless reass transfer coefficient. 
kd = dispersed pna8e mass transfer coefficient. 
viii 
k 0 = instantaneous local r1ass transfer coefficient at a 
eiven time and position on the interface. 
n = mode of asci llation or index. 
n = integer 
-
nA =~ass fluz, (gm/cm2sec). 
R =_r_ == dimensionless radius. 
r1 
~ = 4r = dimensionless radius of the torus. (1 
r =radius of the torus, cylinder or sphere, (em). 
r 1 =maximum radius of the torus, (em). 
rA =reaction rate, (gm/cm3 sec). 
S = fj.'( /(LlX) 2 
S =area of time dependent surface, (cm2). 
s0 = characteristic reference area for constant surface, (cm2). 
t = time, (sec) 
t = tine during free fall period 
t = average circulation time in droplet 
t 0 = characteristic constant for particular system considered. 
U =droplet free fall ( or rise ) velocity, (om/sec). 
V = mass average velocity, (em/sec). 
y y = Y compone11t of mass average velocity normal to the 
boundary for a ;noving surfa.ct element, (em/sec). 
liA = mass fraction. 
X = dimensionless :{ distance. 
ix 
Y = coordinate axis 
Y dista:;:we measured :from the L1terfc:.ce into the phase 
o1~ interest. 
Z dimensionless z distance 
z coordinate axis 
LlX = step size in X direction. 
step size in Z direction. 
mass concentration of the solute, {gn/cm3). 
viscosity of dispersed phase and continuous 
respectively, centipoise. 
dimensionless time variable defined by equation (3.18). 
torus radius, dimensionless. 
eigen value. 
parameter in equation (2.15), defined by 
equation ( 2.16). 
o(Yl = defined by equation (C. 3). 
~ defined by equation (0.4). 
w, w' frequency and modified frequency of oscillation, 
(radia:tls/sec). 
interfacial tension, dynes/cD. 
E = dimensionless alTI})li tude .factor. 
A mathe~atical model for cclecular di~ · 
t ~ · ~ ~-·-~--~J-~los ~~l·a' ?~.~.-~~11 l1~.-=.~ e~~ orus was aer~veu. ~'-! ~ ~ ~- -- u. - -•-- --
:L i ~1 
r, ,, 
,,,.. ,-i., :::. 
system of tori in their eddy diffusion no 1 r 
liquid extraction fran dro:ple·ts. 
torus curvature was neglected in t~eir studies, s e 
they assumed the torus could b:3 represented an 1 
(1 
nite cyli~der. In t~is study, rus cur-
the fraction of the solute extracted. The pnrtinl 
differential equation describing the el con a of 
technique was employed for the solution the 
matical r.:2odel. 
It ~tras found in this y,rork that the concentr1;1.t1on 
profiles w·i thin a torus di:f:fered from those in an 
infinite cylinder. However, it wns also 
fraction of solute extracted in a torus -r·ras nearly 
identical to that predicted using the solution r an 
infinite cylinder. Since the effect of the rus 
is negligible, the solution for an infinite cylind~r 
be usod for diffusion to a torus. 
1 
I. 
A dispersed phase of liq~id droplets or es 
is present in many types of liquid contactors. c 
the major design proble~s is to predict the rate or s 
transfer to (or from) the dispersed phase. 
matical models have been proposed for predictinG 
dis?ersed phase ~ass transfer coefficient for 
stagnant, circulating end/or oscillati~g dro 
are reviewed in chapter II. 
The Eandlos and 32rou model (4) 1s 
assumption that internal circulation is 
The circula tio1:1 :pattern 1-tl thin the spherical 
on 
d 
assumed to be a system of tori (see 1:"'1gure 2. 2). 
and Baron derived their eddy diffusion model in 
cal coordinates assuming a11 iu..:'ini te cylil1 for 
system of tori. Tl:..us they neglected the t of.' 
cur-v-ature of torus. 
The purpose of this investigation is to cons1 
e 
the effect o:f the torus curve~t·t:tre on the rate of: IJasa 
(or heat) t.rausfe:c in a torus. The .£_4§;l. d::ti:'.fusivity 
term o:f the Randles and "Saran I!}odel ;;·:ras ori1£ 1 
rived for radial diffusion only (i.e., the eddy 
vity term was derived without consideri t 
of torus curvature). Thus this term cannot be inc~Jr-
poratcd in the diffusion equation 1vhen the t 0 
curvature is consl"dRr·ea·. In t' • , 1 




Jiffusion in the torus is studied, since the molecula~ 
di:t'fusi vi ty in norr.:::al liq_uids and g2.ses is not a function 
of tne direction of mass transfer. It is believed that 
the study of the molecular diffusion process will give 
some insight into the eddy diffusion model of Ea.ndlos 
and Baron. 
It is also of interest to note that toroidal shaped 
bubbles (9) occasionally form at g~s orifices submerged 
in a liquid (see' Figure l.A. and l.:B -v..:nich are reprodtlced 
here .from the work of Rennie and Smith (9)). It is thus 
possible that the diffusion process in these bubbles could 
be described by the mathematical torus model to be developed 
in this -vwrk. 
The molecular diffusion equation in differential 
form for a torus coordinate system is not reported in 
the literature. Therefore it is derived here. The 
unidirectional diffusion equations for a simple geometry 
such as :plane sheet, a cylinder and a sphere are generally 
easily solved by analytic methods of mathematical :physics. 
Completely an2.lytical solutions are not reported in the 
literature for many complex three dimensional problems, 
because the differential equation is either not completely 
separable or it is highly nonJ.i:nee.l"'. I.n this 1·mrk, the 
d.if~usio:n eq_uation for the to:rus is solved numerically by 
a .finite dif:ference technique to o1Jtai:n the co21centration 
pro.f'ile, the average conce!l"tratlon and the fraction 
,. 
' ~~.-..: ..... ~ .. 
/'i :~t;.ro 1. A. 
To:C\ji, C~1l ··cut)LJle 
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extracted in the torus as a function of tine o: contact. 
-ThG s2:::3e tech::Jique cau be utilized to deterL1ir1e the 
temperature profile and average temperature in a torus 
for heat transfer calculations. 
:I:he <:t.D2.lyti cal and nurneri cal solutions .for the 
molecular diffusion in a cylinder are also studied to 
chec}: the numerical p:roceduras used in this vmrk. 
5 
This chapter briefly describes sor\1e of the rwdels 
which are currently available for mass transfer (or heat 
transfer) inside droplets or bubbles. The models for 
both oscillating and non oscillating droplets are 
reviewed here. Only Kronig.and Erink's model considers 
the effect of curvature o.f internal streamlines of the 
droplet. Ec.:ndlos and :::aron assumed the interrJal circula-
tion pattern to be a system of tori but they have neglected 
the effect of torus curvature. 
Solute transfer bet'i·reen a drop and the field fluid 
in a spray column takes place in three stages. The first 
is during the period of drop formation, second is during 
free fall or rise of the drop and tk.e third stage is 
extraction at the coalesced layer. 
The mass transfer mechanisms during the formation 
of the droplet and the extraction at the coalescent 
layer are discussed else1·;here ( 4). 
In this chapter only the mechenisms rostulated for 
extraction process during rise (or fall) of the 
droplet are discussed. 
Ne1·1man ( 8) derived a relation for mass trans.fer 
in a stagnant spherical drop using the following partial 
differential equation obtained from Fick's second law 
of diffusion. 
6 
dCA _ J)_L Q (i~ ~) 
ot - lk 'Clr 0 1 (2.la) 
CA=C~ l=r i=o (2.lb) 
0 
c ... is fi:nite r=o t=t (2.lc) 
C=C A Ai T="Y; t>o (2.ld) 
(This model assumes no continuous ~hase resistance, i.e. 
The solution of the above equation may be expressed as 
I" 00 1 'l. 2(i)t E == )- _o_'-z= ~ exp (- 11 n-:_; ) 
'0"\ TT n: I )'l 1; (2.2) 
-r-rhere L"))1 is the .fraction of solute extracted. 
The time averaged dispersed phase mass transfer 
coef.fici ent may be defined as 
~ = _J:_ .tn c J - £ ) d 3t n'> (2.3) 
Kronig and Brink 11odel _____ .,._,.,. __
Kronig and Brink (7) derived a relation for droplets 
with internal circulation crurrents described by the 
Hadamard-Rybczinski flo1rr patterns. ~rhese .flow· patterns 
were derived from the equations of motion simplified 
for the Stoke's flo1'i regime ( NRe< I ) . It was assumed 
that the solute diffusion is only in a direction perpen-
dicular to the internal streamlines (a condition encountered 
for large droplet Peclet numbers) and that continuous 
phase resistance is negligible. Thus ti:1e expression 
7 
for the fraction extrscted is 
( 2.4) 
and the expression fol .. the dispeTsed phase mass transfer 
coefficient is 
(2.5) 
BYl and An are given by :-:reertjes et al ( 15) for \ 4 n ~ 7 
Rose and Kintner (ll) have developed a mass transfer 
model for vigorously oscillating single liquid drops 
moving in a liquid field i¥hich incorporates the concepts 
of interfacial stretch and·internal droplet mixing. 
To describe mass transfer from an oscillating drop, 
the .fluid sphel .. oid is assw-ned. to oscillate from a nearly 
spherical shape to an oblate ellipsoidal shape and back 
to a spherical shape in one period of the oscillation • 
.. 1...11 resistance to transfer (in both continuous and dispersed 
pp.ases) is assumed to be in a thin zone near the interface. 
1:he core of the drop is assu.ined to be i·lell mixed.. Tilis 
pennits a single value to represent the drop internal 
concentration as sho~rn in Figure 2.1. 
A material be.la.nce for the drop, based on the dis-
perscd phaset is 
_!)_A (c -c .. ) X A A (2.6) 
vrhere X is the thic1rness of the interfacial resistance 
zone. 
8 
Figure 2.1 One Period of 1·I.e..ss :L'r2.nsfer l•1odel 
9 
Since the volu:w.e of the drop is constant, the n:as·s 
balance across the zone is 
( 2. 7) 
The area of an oblate ellipsoid is given by 
"J. 2. b'2. I 
A= 2nd'+ nb 1m [ J+ ca- 2-? J 
.. b'l. J. a (Q~~ y- 1-(d'-l.i· 
assuming that Q 
. (2.8) 
By 
( 2. 9) 
then ct varies from Q 0 to (Qo+ap), '\·ihere apis the amplitude 
of oscillation. The value of b can be fou.nd from the 
fact that the drop has a constant volu.me. Hence 
b == 3V 47\cf' ( 2.10) 
As the drop oscillates, X varies from X0 to X as a 
function of time. The value of X at any time is given by 
( 2.11) 
To predict the initial zone thickoess for spherical 
drop 1'!'"1 th unifori::t internal concentration of solutet the 
t1.·ro film theory is used. 
( 2.12) 
i-Ihere 
i)t (fraction of resistance in dispersed phase)~ 
+ (fraction of resistance in continuous :phase) .2)c (2.13) 
The frequency of oscillation, GV , is predicted from 
10 
the equa·tion 
2 cr-b nCn-tl)Cn-I)C.Yl+2) 
w=-a"3 cn ... l).rr,+n~ (2.14) 
The vs.lue of w' used i:a eq_uation (2.9) is one half the 
value of W i11 equation ( 2.111-) due to the use of the &.tsolute 
value of tb.e sine function. 
Estimation of the amplitudes of drop oscillations 
( do and. dP) is made froo motion pictures of falling drops 
for system 0 _.., 
-L i::Jterest. 
The solution of equation ( 2. 6) "'iii th the boundary 
condi tio:ns 






c=c .. A "f 
"2- ( 3 v "\2 
a. - 4TTa'- J 
a'-
(2.14a) 
( 2.llr b) 
{2.16) 
An;elo, Lightfoot and Eoward. (5) have developed a 
method for predicting rates of mass transfer through 
stretching or shrinkil1g phase boundaries of finite 
lifetime at lo1-r mass tr<:msfer rates. They have extended 
the l)enetration theory to syste:::ns in 1-rhich the area of 
11 
the mass transfer is a fu~ction of time. They linit · 
consideration to si -tua.tions in 1-Ihich the i::Jterf'ace is 
formed suddenly at zero tine between tuo immiscible 
solutions of uniform composition and to very short contact 
times. Diffusion in directions parallel to the interface 
is e.ssumed to be negligible. ',a th these assmn1Jtio11s, 
the continuity e~uation for any solute species A in 
either of the t1-ro :phases is given by 
(2.17) 
If the total mass density f of the solution is constant 
abd the net rate of mass transfer is small, the fluid 
velocity in the neighborhood of the interface is given 
by 
(oJm.S) Vy=-:J at 
IJ.,W (2.18) 
1-Jhere U,W are reference coordinates of a point in the 
interfacial surface and the derivative represents the 
local fractional rate of change (stretching) of inter-
facial area for a moving surface element. 
For isothermal isobaric systems with no forced 
diffusion the mass flux is given by 
( 2.19) 








~ == ~0 
'::})0 t 0 
t .finite 
t)o 
( 2. 20b) 
(2.20c) 
(2.20d) 
?rom the solution of the above equatio~s, the instantaneous 
local mass transfer coefficient may be obtained as 
·~ ( J) . \! 5 ('{-) 
--r= rrt.J ( }s'c-tJdt)-1 (2.21) 
1'7here <'( = 1_ ~n d t = _1_ t 6 CJT1 
Cl 
To comp~re the mass transfer behavior for variable sur-
~2.ce area to that for the fixed area of the elementary 
penetration theory, they have defined a dimensionless 
:wass transfer coefficient K in terms of reference area 
SC't'J 1 1 
so [Jc~:t) f-d~ 2 ( 2. 22) 
The time average value of K based ou the reference area 
sea is defined by 
(2.23) 
The total amount of solute ~Ct) passing through the 
mass transfer surface in the time interval zero to t is 
given by 
lrl.(t) = K(~./2 (\,-~~)Sot (2.24) 
As a specific case they have considered the elementary 
penetratio11 theory for 1-rhlch S-50 • Then from equations 
13 
(2.23) and (2.24) 
I mAC-t)=c_~)i (~ ) 2 C~.--5'~) sot (2.25) 
and since <t'= i .. 
I 
lJL(t)-=-2 (c!JA]Jt):t ( 5:--~ \5 
fl \.: 7\ )!0 }! 00 ) 0 (2.26) 
The dimensionless :w.ass tl~ansfer coefficient K for 
several :unctions S ('(") is tabula ted in ( 5 ) . One 
of these functio:ns t::tey have discussed is that for 1-vhich 
rli th 
In that case 1 
K = .; c (I + EJC _ E,&n.t21'+ E, &n.Hr 
w·here 
Handlos e.nd Be.ron Eodel 





( 2. 30c) 
Handlos and :Baron (4) have proposed a dispersed 
phase transfer mechanism which shovs promise in predicting 
the very low resistance to mass transfer inside circulating 
and/or oscillating droplets. Their eddy diffusion model 
is de-void of any constant or parameter \·lhich must be 
obtained from experimental measurements. However, it is 
assumed that the velocities of continuous and dispersed 
14 
ph::..se are kno1·m and t:1e velocity of fa.llinc:; (or rising) 
droplets can be predicted (15). 
The model is based on the assumption that internal 
circulation is fully developed. The circulation pattern 
1'>'i thin the spherical droplet is assu..med to be a system 
of tori. The cross sectional view of the drop is given 
in l<'igul~e 2. 2. Eandlos a:.1d "'Saro:n further :;.ss1.xsed that 
11 random radial vi b:ratio:ns 11 are superir.nyosed upon the 
streamlines. 5andlos a~d 3aron do uot specifically state 
the source of these vibrations, but oscillation of the 
droplets is one likely source. Turbulence due to circu-
latio.n is <:motb.er possible source. The Idzing betwee11 
streamlines is due to these vibrations which are the key 
to their eddy diffusion mecha:nism. The entire transfer 
process is assumed to take place within the outer surface 
of the torus. 
The dif:ferential mass balance on the system within 
the torus is (15) 
They assumed that the Einstein diffusion 
two dimension applies. 
- 2 L== .z_ 4t 
(2.31) 
equation for 
( 2. 32) 
2 Hhere Z is the mean square dis:ple.cement of an element 
of fluid during the average circulation time of the 
element, and it is given by 
'2. d2 :l.. Z=%(6J:-- 8T-3) 
(2.33) 
15 
Figure 2. 2 Handlos & Baron Stream Lines 
16 
EB.rtdlos and 3aron further asstmed that t for t:1eir 
11odel can 'be ap::_:Jroxim2.ted by the value of t for Ea.d2.Dard.-
Rybezinski internal circulation velocities and ,Pattern 
for lacinar circulation. 
Thus 
t"" lli_ d (I+~) 
3 U l flc ( 2 • 31+) 
Substitution of equatio~s (2.33) and (2.34) i~ (2.32) 
gives tbe relation for eddy diffusivity 
E = u (E;T~8r+3)d 
204-B(l+~) (2.35) 
Handlos and Baron derived their oodel in cvli11drical _.;.;..,..,."<1' 'o;lli" __ _
co-ordinates assu~ing an infinite cylinder for the system 
of tori. Therefore, equation (2.31) becomes 
_Q£= _I Q_ (E ~) 
at Tor "d• (2.36) 
Thus they assumed, the mass transfer is only in radial 
direction and the effect of the torus curvature is 




b = \'28(lt&_)d 
»c.. {2.38) 
and 
'[= \-':1 (2.39) 








Thus 1dth equation (2.37) a:nd the boundary conditions, 
the follo1·fins expression is obtained. 
N "'2.. ~ \ -2~ BY\ exp(-;\nbt) 
l'l.:l • 
Hhere four values of )\ 2.re available (15) • 
.,., 
(2.41) 
The dispersed phase mass trans:er coefficient is 
defined as 
~=-~ kn(I-Em) (2.li-2) 
?or large contact times, only the first term of the 
series solution is dominant. Therefore, by considering 
just the first term in a series solutio-a, equations 
(2.41) and (2.42) lead to the follo1·ring formulation of 
the mass transfer coefficient: 
(2.43) 
Handles and Baron considered the case of zero continuous 
phase resistance and found A, == 2. 88. 
It can be seen that Handles and Baron have neglected 
the effect of torus curvature. In the follo1dng chapter, 
mathematical model for molecular diffusion to a tor~s 
is derived. This i'Til1 give some insi:::;ht in to the effect 
of torus curvature on diffusion. 
18 
III. 1-::.i':.'.I:i·i:~~~~I\.TIOAL l:OD3L 
r:ehe equation of continuity in l:llass uDi ts is given 
by ( 1). 
Hhere 
Therefore, 
aS:+ \7.Y) = --r ot V A A 




\-{11 = ~ cs>v) = S: v 
f 
From equations (3.2) and (3.5) 
nA-== ~ v - f oD116 vwA 
Hence, equation (3.1) reduces to 
0~-(V·fV)= V· ~i) VW+"f: ot li AO Jl A 
(3.1) 
( 3. 2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
( 3. 5) 
{3.6) 
(3.7) 
If constant density and di£fusivity are assumed, equation 
(3.7) becomes 
0 ~ + ~(V·V)+(V·V~) = ~8'7~+ ~ ot 
?or a fluid of constant de11si ty V·V is zero. 
(3.8) 
Dividing equation (3.8) by molecular ·N'eight, one obtains 
~A + (V. VCA) =:. 4e vc.q + RA ( 3. 9) 
If there are no chemical changes and V is zero (or 
very small), then equation (3.9) reduces to 
ocA - <2\ \72.c ot - oCI,qa v :A (3.10) 
Tb.is is lmo1-m as Fick's second lm-T of r.wlecult:l.r diffusion. 
The pararr.etric equations .for a torus (13) are 
x = (a.+~"" s.vne) Cos¢ 
Y ::: C a+ • &m.e) &Vt~.¢ 





The part of the surface o: the torus in the first octant 
is sl1m·m in Pigure 3 .1. ~:"ick' s second lm,r in orthogonal-
toroidal coordinates is (re~er to appendix A) 
2>cA= JJ~s [_Q_ fYc a. +r-.svn,e) C)cJ+ _Q_ jg_ +r:_~€2 ocAJ 
at T(d.+r.svrte) orL o1J oeL 1 ae 
0 [ 1" ocJ} ( 3 .1'-~) 
+ oct- co.+ Y&:me) ~J 
Due to the sym:uet27 o:: the to::·us, ~ eq_u2.ls to zero. Thus 
the partiel differential e~uation for aiffusion to e torus 
is 
j_ dC~- _0~+ j_ ac/1 + ~ne oc,+_l_ OCA_+ Cose oCA 4s at - or-~ r a r (a.+rSVne> or r"J. o 8 2 y(.a+""t"Sime) oe 
The boundary conditions are 
CA= c-1. t=O o<r<r; 
c; = eli, t>o 1=1. I 
oc,= 0 
oe t '/0 o<.r<t; 
o(e <:2n 


















A Part of the Torus 
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y 
and the boundary conditions ·beco1~1e 
C =I '['-o o~R<t 
c ==0 (:')"0 R=f 
oc=o 
oe c>o o'R< I 
~"or A= oe' tl1e terns containing A 
equal to zero and it becomes 
OC = O'l.C + _I oc + _/ o'l.C 
ot' oR2. R oR R2 oe2 
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0(8 (271 ( 3. 20b) 
o~e~2n (3.20c) 
8=1l_ ~ 
21 2 (3.20d) 
in equation (3.20a) 
(3. 20e) 
Equation (3.20e) describes diffusion to an infinite 
cylinder. 
T}1e rrLrrnerical solution of equation (3. 20a) in the 
rectangular /, e plane introdUCeS some av-Tb'\Tard problems. 
In particular the :point 'i=O in the Y: 8 plane becomes the 
I 
line Y=O in the rectangular I, e plane and the only 
boundary condition available along this line is the con-
<ii tion that c (o, e,c') is f'ini te and independent of e 
A.s a result, a transformation .r~~om the orthogonal-
to:roidal co-ordinate system to cylindrical x, z, <D coordinate 
system is introcuced and the solution to equation (3.20a) 
is carried out in the rectangular x, z plane. The trans-
formation is given by 
X= x-o. = _1::_ ~e = R S-vrt~ 
I; I, 
Z = ~ =:.L Cos8 == RCose I; 1;' 
and equation (3.20a) becomes 
_oc _ cfc _J_ oc oc 




s:'hG bm.:rnd.ary conditions trans.fo:L~n into 
C C X ±~ 1 - x:L ?:) = o 
) ) 












In this c!m.pter, the for:nulas fo:r the co:::1c ent::.:·c.tion 
profile, the volu~ot:ric a7erage concentration and the 
fraction extracted as a fu~ction of time are derived. 
The ~ethod of Solution 
__...., __ lil... ;>0-· - ~---
The solution of eo_uatidtl (3 0~~) ~~~h 1~s ~al•nA • ,_,..~._ •• - v__ ..... v u ,_ .... e.ry 
conditions is difficult to obtain by the usual procedures 
of mathexnatical physics, as a result, a numerical technique 
has been enployed. 
The :numerical method selected to solve the 1r:odel is 
the fi:ni te difference technique (3, 6, 9, 12). T!1e e~:::plici t 
finite difference method is chosen over the implicit 
finite difference method for the following reasons: (1) 
The explicit method gives sufficiently accurate results; 
(2) It is easier to proGrrun on a computer; and (3) For 
:partial differential eq_~ations with three independent 
variables, the explicit methods have been partially 
developed in the li teJ.~a"'Gure ( 12). The most important 
advantage .of the implicit methods over the explicit 
n.>.ethods is that for a given accuracy the implicit methods 
are faster. 
The difference equations irhich approximate equation 
(3.23a) are defiDed at a finite set of points as shown 
in ?igure 4.1. 
I:n a torus, symmetry is e.ssumed about the an~le <t> 
and tJ.J.e line Z=O or 8= .:g. and 3J:J . T!1erefore the point 
concentration profile is required only for a semicircle 
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set of points. 
There are five different types of uod~l points 
-v..-hich have to be considered in the calcule.tio:ns. These 
are as follo1·rs: ( 1) The points ·which have each ad joining 
point spaced a complete incre~ent ~X from it, (for 
example, point A in Figure 4.1); (2) The points lo?ated 
along the line Z=O; (3) The :points near the boundary, 
(for exanple, nodal points C, F and.D in Figure 4.1); 
(4) The points near the bou:nda2.7 in uhich tvro of their 
neighboring nodes a.re bet1·reen then and the boundary, 
(for exar:1ple, nodal points .E and Gin 11igure 4.1); 
( 5) Ti1e :!:JOints on the boundary, (J'.:or exam,le, point B). 
The points of these five types are denoted as the sets 
ES, SP, DEl, U32 and 3P, respectively. 
Classical Ex-plicit Hethod: 
__ _..... .... ..,,_.,. -· • •r -w a 
The partial derivatives o:f equation (3.23a) are 
approximated by the following finite differences: 
oc = Ct., j ,i-tt Ct,j,4 
a-c- IJ."'f 
oc c- . L-C· . 1. 




( 4. 2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
cc,j ·~;cc,j,-t. = c ,.,,;,-t. ~~W' +Cc-,,J, _,.+A~ x c,.,,,j,; ~~'"d~ -l ( 4. 5 J 
+ C;_, i-tr,j-2CL~j3,+Cu..-~:k 
(_!1Z)'" 
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Settiil:?; ilX=l1Z and S=~~and rearr2.nging equntio:n (21-. 5), 
one obtains 
(4.6) 
v-;rhere i corresponds to the x axis 
j corresponds to the z axis 
Thus Ci,j,-kis the concentration at the nodal point (I, J) 
\\ _./.. II 
on 't-= K plane. 
The overall scheme of solution is to calculate the 
concentration profile for each s~atial plane (X,Z) from 
the values of the previous plane. This is illustrated 
.. - ""'!. - ..,... }t 2 
.LD .:: l ,:;_u ... e '~'. • Prom the boundary conditions of equation 
( 3. 23a), the co11centration profile in the plane c=o is 
knoH:rl. The concentrations at the points in sets ES, SP, 
U:Sl end UE2 are unity and the concentrations at the 
:points in the set BP are zero. The concent:rations in 
ti1e plane <'L=Ll'tare calculeted by the ex:plici t :method 
from the points iu the 't'-=o plane (point CE in l''igure 4.2). 
This procedure is then repeated ~for the next time step. 
The finite difference equations for different sets 
are derived as follows: 
(1) ?or ES set. Equation (4.6) applies for calculation 
of concentrations at points in the ES set. 
(2) ?or SP set. Equation (4.6) for the points on Z=O 




/ I l 




















~ ......... _...v 
Figure 4. 2 Three Dirr:ensional Explicit !-Tethod Pattern 
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(4.7) 
::?ron the symmetry condition (3.23d) 
(4.8) 
Therefore, 
Ci,o), == (S+A~X 5-~X )Ci+J,o}~+{S-A~X .SfX )Ci-•,o;~ 
+ (25 ) CiJ I, -R_ + ( J -45 )Ct, o, -k (4.9) 
(3) For sets UEl and U32. The concentrations at the 
nodes loc2.ted at unequal irwreme:nts 11ear the boundary 
are calculated by neans of a linear interpolation formula 
since the normal five poi11t formula is not applicable. 
Thus equation (4.6) is modified by the following 
procedure: 
The linear interpolation :f.'orTJ.ulas for the points of the 





(f.LX)b.X and (ALZ)LlXaJ::•e the distances of the points Citl,j,-k-t-1 
and Ci.,j-tJ-k fran the boundary, respectively; and C6 is the 
concentration of the point on the boundary. The above 
equations [(4.10) and (4.11)] are used, depending upon 
the close neighborhood of these points frorn the boundary, 
either in the X or Z direction. 
For ncsative values of X, equation (4.10) becomes 
C8 -ci+J,j,J.+, _ 
cL:j}<+J-ci+l,j,-!M 
ALX·.6X 
6X u~ .12) 
r,et C8 1Je denoted as BC. Rearran.e;ing equation (4.12), 
one obtains 
(4.13) 
1vhere TH = /-ALX 
The equation for Ci+JJ--:k.+ 1 can be obtained ::,:l~om (4.6) on 
' ' 
replacing i.. by A.+ 1 • 
Therefore, equation (4.13) becomes 
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Ct,i-k_,.FBC-TH [cs+A~x ~ )ci.,,J,~+( 5-AJx S ~X )Ci,j,~+ 
(5 )Ct+cJ+J,~+(S )c,.,,_;..,, -k +( 1-45) c,+,,J,j~LX 
(4.14) 
Similarly for positive values of X 
c;, J- -k+, = BC-(TH) el-l. i .. ~+r 
' , ALX (4.15) 
The equation for Ci-1,j}+t can be obtained from equation 
(4.6) on rep1c:.cing i by i-1. 
Therefore, equation (4.15) becomes 
C.- 12 - a.c-TH ~(S+-' f3.·<1X )C·- o.. +(S--' 5·.6X)C. - J.. t,j/R+I- u Ll A+X 2. L,J;t<. A+X ----z-- L-2,);7( 
(5 )c,_,,J•c HC s )c,_,_j-,:k+CI- 4s)c,_,,j,~fLX 
(4.16) 
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~n.1e11 AL? is less tl2.o.n A LX, tJ.1e linear interpo le.tion 
for:oula (LJ..ll) is used. for both :u2g2.tive anci positive 
values of X. 
On rearranging equation (4.11) 
C· · ~ - BC-(TH) Ci. J-1 ~+' 
L,j, -t/ - ALZ J J (1J..l7) 
The equation .for CL~j-r,{-tl can be obtained from equation 
(4.6) on replacing j by j-1. 
Therefore, equation (4.17) beco2es 
C·- ..Q. - BC-TH[(s+ I 5-~x)C· . ..i+(S _i_S.LJ.X)c L,JJX+l- A+X 2 L+I,J-1_, 7( - A+X 2 L-l,j-J,-{ 
+( 5 )C ;,j, -k + (5 )Ci,j _, ;~ + ( I -45 )C;, j-1, o/A LZ 
{4.18) 
After obtaining the point concentrations .from the 
nuBerical solution of equation (3.23a), the volumetric 
average concentration is determined as follm·m: (6). 
By definition 
_ JccX>Z,T)dV 
c (1") =:: v. ____ _ 
Jdv ( 4 .19) 
v 
The elemental volume dv of the torus for the numerical 
calculations is given by the following equation 
dV =271(A+X)dX·dZ (4.20) 
so that ' .fl-x2 
C(l') == 4-rjCA+X)dx Jcc;x.Jz;c:)dz 
:2 TT 2A (4.21) 
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The volusetric average concentration lS then determined 
by numerical integration of equation u~. 21) as shorm 
in appendix B. The fraction extracted is calculated 
from the follor;ri:ng equation: 
E == l -cCr) m ( 4. 22) 
Analvtics.l Solution Ji'or A 0'rlinder 
-- ·-~- ••1*' ~ ..,_ --- ...,;.L- 1.4""'""'-
Jor molecular diffusion into a cylinder, the equations 
for calculation of the point and average concentrations 
are discussed in appendix c . 
.As r:.;entioned earlier in. this i·wrk, the solutions 
for the torus w-ill be compared wi tl1 that for au infinite 
cylinder. 
C o 1:1J? q t_"d:}.f.. q:r; g;:L Erro r 
Let c denote the exact solution of the difference 
equation and C the exact solution of the differential 
equation, both solutions satisfying the given boundary 
and initial conditions. If C is substituted into the 
difference equation (4.6), there will be a remainder 
tern or truncation error, so that 
C·. - ( __ l_S-tlX . __ , S·IJ.X) ' 
l,j)<-tl-- 5 A+X 2 ) CL+I,j,-k + (5 A+X 2 CL-I)J,-Jz 
+(S)Ctj+J,--k +(S)Ci.)j-t,-k+ (!-4-S)Ct:,j,-k+l;:j 
(4.23) 
1·ihere 1Lj is the truncation error. 
Assurnlng that C has continuous J?c.rtial derivatives i'ii th 
res:pect to X and Z of order four, truncation errol""' 




'2 l7j== O(h.[) + O(~X) (D.ll) 
?hus, the truncation error is a function of A 2..nd step 
sizes, In order to reduce the oaenitude of the truncation 
error, both [j.?" and 6.X should be very sn::all. It can 1;e 
seen from (D.ll) that if mesh size and the time step 
are increased in the sam.e proportion, tl.1e error intrc-
duced by the change in the time step "Ifill be lY:ore than 
that for the change in the mesh size. 
In addition to convergence of the finite difference 
equatio!l, stability is essential in the sense that 
inevitable rounding errors in the calculation must not 
srra:mp tb.e true finite difference solution. 
The stability criteria for parabolic partial differen-
tial equations with constant coe:?ficient and ti-TO or three 
independent variables are discussed in the references 
(3, 9, 11). The stability criterion for the finite 
difference equation approxination of the parabolic equa-
tion of the type 
<Yc oc oc 
Z:Jrr = ox"'"+oz2 
is 61-2 ~ _1_ {-for a square mesh} (8). (p.X) ~ 4 "· 
Equation (3.23a) consists of an additional lower 
order partial derivative vrith a variable coGfficient. 
It is reported (3) tl:.at the presence of the lo1'ier order 
33 
term :i11 O..ifferenti2.l equation h2.s no c;reat effect on 
the stability criterion, in cooparison to hiiher 
ter:Js, in the forrn2.tion of di:ffer~nce eq_u2.tion. Therefore 
the stability criterion for the finite difference equation 
of equation {3.23a) can be expected to be similar to the 
above equation. 
Values of D.?" greater than 0. 25 1'i'ere tried as a test (!~Xf 
but the solutions 1fere found to be "unstable. 
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if. R:SSTJLTS AKD DISOUSSIOl~ 
--~- -- _____ ., ..... -
~ Ooncentrat~o~ 
As described in the previous chapter, the point 
concentrations 1·~ere calculated as a function of ti:we 
for various values of the parar.weter A. The pararJ.eter 
A appearing in the partial differential equation (3.20a) 
has a de:fini te :physical signi.Z:icance. The t1m extrer~e 
values of A transform this equation to the diffusion 
equations for a stagnant sphere and a cylinder. When 
A =oin equation {3.20a), it describes nolecular diffu-
sian into a sphere; a11d for A-'>-o0, it reduces to the 
case of diffusion in an infinite cylinder. Since a torus 
is a solid of revolution obtained by rotating a circle 
of radius r at a distance a from the x-axis, the sphere 
is a special ca-se 1·7hen a= o . 
Thus there is a certain similarity in the molecular 
diffusion equations for a torus, a sphere and a cyli·nder. 
However, the parameter A in the diffusion equation for 
a torus is attributed to the dissyEimetry of the concen-
tration profile. .1"or molecular diffusion into a sphere 
or cylinder, the concentration profile is symmetrical 
about both the coordinate axes. 
The concentrations for different values of A at 
x :::±0.8 ( Z=o line) are sho1m in Tables (5.1, 5.2 and 
5.3) to illustrate the dissymmetry o:f the concentration 
profile. The variation of the point concentration with 
time is Dresented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 
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It can be ,: oserved. that the conce11tre:1.tion at X= -0.3 
is higher the.n at X = +0. 8. This could be e:xplained as 
folloi'i'S. 
Referring to l'igure 5. 4, the poi1its X=+O. 8 and X=-0. 8 
are in the se::nicircles A3~ and AOD,respectively. The 
surface of the revolution obtained by revolving the 
arc .ABD about the Z 2.xis is ·larger t:.1e.:a the surfac·e of 
the revolution generated by the arc ACD .. Since the torus 
surface comprises of these two surfaces, the surface 
area of the right half of the torus is larger than the 
"2. left half. The magnitudes of these areas e.re 27\ ctf.(l+ ~ j 
and 211~1;'(1-~) respectively, and their ratio is 
(1+1f-)/(l--#-) • Thus the total transport of the solute 
on the torus surface should be more near X=+O.C than near 
x = -0.8 Consequently the concentration is less at 
z = +0.8 than the value of the concentration at X = -0.8 
This is true for all the points in the right-bali' portion 
of the torus. 
For large values of A, the difference in the values 
of the concentrations at these points is smaller (refer 
to Table 5.8). The value of A detennines the curvature 
of the torus. 'llhen .A is small, the effect of the torus 
curvature is predominant and hence the difference in the 
concentrations at X=Z0.8 (diametrically opposite yoints) 
is large. As A increases, this difference diminishes 
and for A-+oO, concentrations are equal. Thus for large 
values of A, the concentration profile tends to be 
symmetrical. 1·/hen the value of A is very large the 
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solution should approach that for an infinite cylinder 
(in ·uhich case, t11e coucei."Jtration profile is syrmJ:etrical). 
The values of the concentration at the center of the 
torus are shown in Table (5.10) • .A.s A increases, the 
concentration decreases because of the corresponding 
increase in the surzace area. 
Fract:LQ,a Extracted 
The dimensionless average concentration is calcu-
. 
lated as sho1m in appendix B. The fraction extracted 
for various values of dimensionless time and A is Riven 
'-' 
in Tables (5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). :tthe fraction extracted 
is approximately the same for all values of A; this ~igbt be 
expected since the sur .face area to volume ratio ( 2 It; ) 
is independent of A. Geometrically the torus is a bent 
cylinder, and hence the fraction extracted from torus 
is nearly the same as for a cylinder. Therefore a single 
graph is plotted for the fraction extracted versus the 
dimensionless time regardless of the value of A. 
The Yalues of the :fraction extracted for a torus 
and cylinder are not exactly the same, possibly because 
of the computational error. The truncation error 
formula is derived in aypendix n. It is a function of 
.A.. The results for a cylinder and a torus show that 
the value of the point concentration at diametrically 
opposite points in a cylinder is between the values of 
concentrations at these points in a torus. Thus the 
:parameter 11 introduces dissymmetry in the conce11tration 
11rofile but does not ch2.nge the value o:t tl1e :.fraction 
extracted. 
":;l·"'""~ct of l"esh Size on ::rum&rical Solution 22..-S--- ~ ~ - ---- ------
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T~e oesh size b.X==o·051A:as chan sed to O· 04. Tl:.e tine 
step had to be changed to llt=0·000"3 to satisfy the stability 
criterion. The results obtained are given in Tables 
{5.5, 5.6 and 5.7). As expected, the smaller mes~ size 
gives slightly more accurate results, but the difference 
in the results obtained due to a chanse in the mesh size 
is insignificant at large contact times • 
.A.nB.l~rtical. Solution ~ a Ovlinder 
The point concentration and fraction extracted for 
diffusion from a cylinder were obtained from the equations 
discussed in appendix C. These analytical solutions were 
deriv-ed for diffusion in tt.e radial directio11 only. 
The point concentration at E::::O.Band fraction extracted 
are given in Tal)le (5.4). These results are compared 
with the numerical solution obtained for a cylinder in 
rl'hich diffusion in e direction is also considered. 
Ho\,,.ever, because of symmetry in g direction both the 
results are nearly identical. 
--·-· ·-
-
nsio.n1ess :Ji:wJen si on1eos Ooi.1C e:a tra tio:.-l :_:TB.Ctior: 
til!"le (C) .. ..., __ ..~. ~ c-·- ' 
TA;U) . .- ----.... -.... ~~·--- .:.:J.:t- !Jrct vee. 3: = -0. ~) ~c_ =::.. +0 • 0 _(::1mL 
--- -
Dime 
0.002 0.99956 0.992-81 0.11234 0.004 . 0.97899 0.9Sl:-49 0.14928 
0.006 0.95216 0.89707 0.17763 
0.003 0.92627 0.34197 0- 20ll~5 
0.01 0.90257 o. 79224 0.22233 
0.012 0.83104 0. 7.i.~798 0. 21~109 
0.014 0. 86146 0. 70(~,0~t- 0.25323 
0.016 0.84356 0. 6735'+ 0. 27l+08 
0.018 o.B2709 0.64205 0.28887 
0.02 0.81186 0.61366 0.30276 
0.04 0.70104 0.1~3063 0.41110 
0.06 0.62771 0.33358 0.43912 
0.08 0.57097 0.27125 0.55111 
0.10 0.52325 0.22690 0.60270 
0.11 0.50156 0.20903 0.62555 
0.12 0.48093 0.19328 0. 611-676 
0.13 0.46117 0.17926 0.66654 
0.11+ 0 .1~4214 0.16668 0.68502 
0.15 0.11-2375 0.15531 0.70233 
0.16 0.40594 0.111-lJ-99 0.71358 
0.17 0.38868 0.13557 0.73385 0.18 0.37195 0.12694- 0. 71;.823 
0.19 0.35572 0.11900 0. 761''(7 
o. 20 0.34001 0.11167 0. 77454 
0.21 0. 32L~80 0.10490 o. 78659 
0.22 0.31009 0.09861 0.79796 0.23 0. 29590 0.09277 0.80870 
o. 24 0.28221 0.08734 0.81886 
0.25 0. 26902 0.08227 0.82845 
o. 26 0.25634 0.07754 0.83'753 
0.27 0. 24-415 0.07311 0. 81~611 
o. 28 o. 23245 0.06297 0.85423 
o. 29 0.22123 0.06509 0.86191 





:Dimensio11less Cone e::D. tration :.B~raotion 
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L4.31R( 5. 3) 
(A = 4, .ilL= 0.0005, ~X= 0.05) 
-- -
Dimensionless :Oi:oension1ess Concentration ~raction 
time (C) Jxtracted. (T.AU) v = -o.~ ··~18 ' 
._j_E!_m2. A _... ..., . 
0.002 0.99845 0.99837 0.11237 0.004 0.95755 0.95569 0.14930 0.006 0.90407 0.89984 . o.177c8 0.008 0.85284 0.94627 0. 201~4 
0.01 o.eo664 0.79794 0.222 7 
0.012 0.76555 0.75495 0. 24129 
0.014 o. 72902 0.71673 0.25850 
0.016 0.69643 0.65264 0.27442 
0.018 0.66718 0.65206 o. 28923 
0.02 0.64079 0.62447 0.30324 
0.04 0.46997 O.ll:4646 0 .1+1244 
0.06 0.37814 0.35170 0.2t9141 
0.08 0.31806 0.29044 0.55439 
0.1 o. 27424 o. 24543 0.60693 
0.11 o. 25617 0.22852 0. 63024 
0.12 0.23997 0.21261 0.65190 
0.13 0.22528 0.19834 0.67210 
0.14 0.21184 0.18541 0.69099 
0.15 0.19945 0.17361 0.70868 
0.16 0.18797 0.16279 0.72528 
0.17 0.17728 0.15282 0.74088 
0.18 0.16728 0.14358 0.75555 
0.19 0.15791 0.13500 0.76936 
o. 20 0.14911 0.12701 0 • r{8237 
o. 21 0.11~082 0.11956 0.79462 
0.22 0.13302 0.11258 0.80618 
0. 23 0.12565 0.10605 0.81707 
0. 21~ 0.11870 0.09992 0.32734 
0.25 0.11214 0.09418 0.83703 
0. 26 0.10593 0.08877 0.64617 
0.27 0.10036 0.08370 0.85438 
0.28 0.09454 0.07892 0. 86294 
0.29 0.08930 0.07443 0.87063 
0.30 0.08435 o. 07020 0.87788 
-
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_jl.::;al vtj_ c<:.l :Jur:·:·eri ce..1 
,...._.._...,_.._,,.,.,_4;~ 
0. 99:325 0.99840 
0.97163 0.95643 






o. 74393 0.63099 
0.46053 0.45591 





















~@] - lil_ 
)'.~.:1D.l;rtice.l =·-WJerical 
W. 1 0 ---·_,..,..e~---
0.09391 0.11237 





























{A = 1, .6(= 0.0003, liX = 0.04) 
.. q ~lll'r W• o• ~· . P WI~ ... --. 
:Dime:nsi onless Dioensi on1ess Concentra.tion Fraction 
time 
__..--.19.) Extracted 
l T.L1U) . l. T +0 ,., - _(Em) X = -0.8 . X = .c . 
0.006 0.95931 0. 90lt-02 0.17520 
0.012 0.89328 0.75474 0.23923 
0.018 0.84102 0.64683 0.28733 
0.06 0.64175 0.33391 0.48829 
0.12 0.49263 0.19306 0.64613 
0.15 O.lU436 0.15508 0.70174 
0.18 0.38152 0.12672 0. 71+-767 
0.21 0.33338 0.10471 0.78606 




(A = 2, b.(= 0.0003, .6X= 0.04) 
:Dimensionless Dimensionless Concentration ~~raction 
Time lQ2 3xtracted 
(TAU}_ - - =~0.8 -- (:;:Jm) X V" = +0. () .· .. 
.,.. 
--
0.006 0.91510 0.90555 0.17528 
0.012 0.78344 0.75874 0. 23947 
0.018 0.68804 0.65263 0.28778 
0.06 0.40542 0.34443 0.49058 
0.12 0.26657 o. 201~30 0.65105 
0.15 0.22lt31 0.16568 0.70776 
0.18 0.18998 0.13630 0. 75/.1-55 
0.21 0.16118 0.11305 0.79357 
0.24 0.13672 0.09422 0.82625 
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TABLE(5.7) 
(A = 4, ,6.rr= o.ooo3, &= o.o4) 
-
.......... " .. ,, -
Dimensionless Dime11sio:n1ess Concentration I:'rac ·ti on 
Time 
- . . s-· .LQJ ?.:xtre.cted JTAU) )r ·----;a~-- {J<J[ti__ 
... ~ ... f...::-=9_.: \., - ...:....lL-
0.006 0.91084 0.90671 0.17528 
0.012 0.77247 0.76176 0.23949 
0.018 0.67238 0.65699 0.28782 
0.06 0.37904 0.35223 0.49080 
0.12 0.24013 0.21252 0.65160 
0.15 0.19953 0.17347 o. 70845 
0.18 0.16732 0.1431~4 0.75538 
0.21 0.1lW84 0 .ll9L~2 0.79448 





-" -·-~ 1.0 2.0 1+ .. 0 
-- --
0.01 0.11033 0.02005 0.00370 
0.1 0.29635 . 0.06177 0.02781 
. 







TAU A. = 1.0 A. = 2.0 A = 4-.o Cy1il"Jder 
0.01 0 .. 22233 0.22246 0.22247 0. 2221+7 
0.04- 0.41110 0.41232 0.41244 0.41247 
0.1 0.60270 0.60650 0.60693 0.60706 
0.15 0.70233 0.70800 o. 70868 0.70888 
0 ."2 o. 77454 0.78150 0.78237 0.78263 
0.25 0.82845 0.83606 0.83703 0.83732 
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T.A.3LE(5.10) 
OOlWEiTTR.ATIOE AT TEE 03ETER O:f' TEE ·J:ORUS 
.....:- ""'"-- ---. -··-.. ----
. p *,__.. Ft& ... 
-
DI1:l:&JSI 01\IL:SSS COHOEI:JTRATION 
TAU (0) 
A= 1 A. = 2 .A. = 4 
0.02 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.04 0.9966 -0.9963 0.9962 
0.05 0.9879 0.9871 0.9869 
0.10 0.8566 0.8485 0.8472 
0.12 0.7851 0.7736 0.7717 
0.14 0.7137 0.6993 0.6970 
0.16 0.6456 0.6288 0.6261 
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:5'igure 5. 2 Dimensionless Concentration at 
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.F'i :;ure 5 • 4 Part of the C:ross Section of the Torus 
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VI. COHCLUSIOl!S 
The partial differential equation for molecular 
diffusion into a torus is derived in this study. Tbis 
equation reduces to special cases for the tvo extre~e 
values of the parameter A. ?or A= O, it describes 
molecular diffusion into a sphere and :for A = oO, ·it 
reduces to the case of an infinite cylinder. The partial 
differential equation is solved by·the explicit finite 
difference method for the values of A = 1, 2r 4, and oO • 
The finite difference equation is stable for ~ <. 4 ; 
_1:{k ~ l (l:lX) 
it is 1LDstable for ~X)z / 4 
The following conclusions are presented from an 
analysis of the results: 
(1) The concentration profile is symmetrical about 
both the coordinate axes (X and Z) for molecular diffu-
sion into a sphere and cylinder, but the parameter A 
appearing in the partial differential equation for the 
torus results in a dissym.rnetry of the concentration pro-
file about the Z-axis. 
(2) The torus curvature (i.e., the magnitude o:f the 
par~~eter A) affects the concentration profile within 
the torus. For small values of A, the effect of the 
curvature is significant and hence the values of the 
point concentrations vary widely from concentrations in 
a cylinder. (?or example, at X = -0.8 and ( = 0.1, the 
variati.ons in the point concentrations are 15.6~~ and 
53 
6.28% for .A= 2 and .f.~= 4, respectivel;:,r). ·~r'le:n A. is 
large, the concentration profile tends to be sya~etrical; 
and for very large A, the values of concentre..tions in 
the torus correspond almost exactly to those for a 
cylil1der. 
(3) The fraction extracted {1-rhich is related to the 
average concentration of the solute in the torus) at 
various values of the dimensionless ti~e is independent 
of the parameter A. This appears to be consistent with 
the physical situation. The value o.f the point concen-
tration in a cylinder for a given radius is between the 
two values of the point concentration at diametrically 
opposite points (along X axis) in a torus. 
(4) The effect of diffusion in 8 direction on the 
point concentration and the fraction extracted is negli-
gible in comparison to radial direction. 
(5) The assumption that the effect of the torus 
curvature is negligible in the eddy diffusion model of 





F·or a torus ( 11) 
X= (a +1Sim.G)(0s¢ 
':J ==Ca.+ I SUn.e )5-Vnct> 
Z= 'fC05e 
and 2 2 '2. 2. . 
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(3.11) 
{ 3 .12) 
( 3. 13) 
(ds) = (clx) +C d'd )+ c clz) 
{A.l) 
dx =-( ct+YSi.me) Sun¢d¢+~s<P (IU>sede + d"t SUn e) (.a. 2) 
dz == -I"'Sim e de + cL't .5Vrt.G (A.4) 
so that 
Comparing 
J.. ::2. 2 2 '2.. 2. (ds) =(dT") + T Cde)+ ( ct + TSVn8) ccl<t>J {ii .• 5) 







u ... s) 
{.A..9) 
T~t~~rel l _Q_ ru(a+Y&ffi.e) oc"J+_Q_ [Ca+1'50t8) ocJ 
A ;(a.+rSVtte) lor l o~"J oe ,. a eJ 
+ 0 I ____r Oc:l} {A. 10) (5q) ua+'JSm.8) O<Pj 
and .Picl::'s secon~ 1mv of molecular diffusion is siven by 
ac f) 2 M = oUAB vcA ( .. 6..11) 
where V~CA is expressed by equa·t,;ion (A.10) 
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( 4. 21) 
Let (B.l) 
so that J 
C (lk) = #ifc-A+x) FCX, 4 )d..:x (B. 2) 
-I 
Introducing the trapezoidal rule as the quadrature :formula 
for the evaluation of integrals ( ) Jvr=x:-F XL)?; = cLxzJZ/l,Jdz 
0 
~ ( Ct:, 1,-k + 2Cc:, 2.;-k+ _ - __ +Ct,s-1,-k) 
\.Yhere 
. + ~u ( C t:,S-1.;¥\ + Ct, 8, -k) 
B~·l denotes the point next to the boundary 
B denotes the point on the boundary 
(B.3) 
h.:~ is the distance bet1·reen these tvro points in the 
Z direction. 
Thus [ 
C(4) =~A L{ (A+X,) F(X,,c~) +2(A+X;).) F(X2:t)+- __ _ 
-- - -+:2CA+X6_, )F()<,_,r,.)+(A+X,) FLX.:t._)J 
(B.4) 
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Er.Lu2.tion (3.20a) for diffusiou into a torus red.uces 
-'Go that for a cylinder i·;hen A -+oo • i~olecula.r diffusion 
equation for an infinite cylinder is 
Q~A= _J Q_(oJJ~) 
oc lor or 
rri th the follol'l''ing boundary conditions 
CA=CA, I=Y; t ~0 
( c .la) 
(C.lb) 
( c .lc) 
The B.nalytical solution o.f equation (C.la) vrith its 
boundary conditions is given by (2). 
C4- c)l, 2 oc -JJo(~t r (r-c( ) 
= -L e Vo 7t 
CA;;- CA1 I. ..,.,, -J; Ct;"c(..) 
w·here o()J are the roots of 
J(J7o(n)=O 
and 






( 0. 7) 
C= 2 £_ e~2< JoCRf3~) {o.s) 
n=l flo J; Cf3.,) 
Thus .from equation (0.8), the dimensionless concentration 
can be determined for t~1e various values of R and T . 
The formula .for the dimensionless volumetric average 
ooncentration is derived from equation (0.8) an.d it is 
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given by-
CC?:) = 4 ~ 
The computer :proe;rams are 1-rri tten for the calculation 
of the point concentration and volumetric average concen-
tration from equations (0.8) and (0.9) respectively. 
Forty values of ~are reported in (14).· 
CCC ANALYTJC4l SOLUTJON FOR O[FFUSION TO A CYLINDER 
---=----..-;;,_....---~C,__ __ CJ\LCUL/\ T I ON OF PO HH CONC F.NTR AT! ON S. 000 l I5 fW=N $lTI~TTr4-(:ri;-FCr4oT,lrl\40l...:..;...:..'--"-"..=.:..'------------------
S.0002 Rft\0(1,200) (li.(J),J=l,40) 
S.0003 WRITE(3,101) 
___ s_ .. _oon_4 on 20 J.= 1 14n S. 0005 X~A(JT*-rr~-!-{·-----
S.0006 N=O.O 
S.0007 tALL BESJ {X,N,BfSS,.00005,IfR) 
---~. ()t)():A (0 8 ( J ) = Rf SS ·------------------------------s-:-ooo-5 n-o-· -3o--J~:-t4c 
S.OOlO Y~A(J) 
S.OOll N=l 
---§-:-88+~-----in- ~ t~ J·l ~-~ 8 ~ S .L~_.l_t!JM S S' !._Q_Q.QQ--'2_,.] _ _1: R >---~----~-- -·------------··-----
5.0014 DTA=0.0005 
S.OOlS DO 10 K=l~600 
---~ 00 1 ~' T flll:=O T6 '~'-';K"'---------------------------------,L'-L-~~ . "TJ,r:=:f'l-0 5.0017 ::..J - .•.. 
S.OOlA DO 40 J=l,40 
S.OOlQ P=A(J) 
S.OO?O IF(P**?*TAU-170.)40,10,10 
----s·.-o·o 2·1 --·z. o·- SUM::: S t m +7 ~ * H CJT fff\lTJT* El<PTW*-*7T~IA1JT*_P_} ____ ,------------- - ---~-------------
S.002? 10 WRJTE<~,lOOlTAU,SUM 
~.0021 100 FORMAT(lOX,Fl5.5,ElB.8) 
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T~.nce. ~on ;;0£.r9! 
:Sx:pand each term or equation (1~.23) by Taylor's 
series (8). The a:rgm;s.ent of C in right side of the 
Since a square mesh is used, AX=b.Z 
Substitute these terms in equation (4.23) and let 
P=-'- S-.6.X A+X 2 
so that 




Prom equation (3.23a) 
(D. 8) 
Therefore (D.7} becomes 
Substituting the values of S, P and rearranging the ter:ms, 
truncation error is given by 
T-=1.6.1' & _ 1 (?xl-& __ t (.6X)2 (2lc + 04c) 




:l-'or Tho 1-~u:n~el~ical Solution -- -- ____ .., ____ - ...... ~
?lle computer program listed in this appendix has 
each line nv..mbered on the left side of the prosram. The 
progro.m is explained by reference to these :r:m.u1'bers and 
the ,s;rid work presented in Fi_gure E.l. It is designed 
to run on the I:BI;! model 360 computer. The lans;uage is 
in Fortren IV. 
ExJ?J-.§-~£}1 £f.. ~ .Q.QP1.Pll~er .:rror.;r,ap 
This program is "trri tten for solving eq_uation (3. 23a) 
by the finite difference method.. The overall procedure 
for calculation is to :proceed from Z=O to Z.=J/-x2 for each 
·.ralue of :x: varying bet1·reen -l to +1. In the follo1tlng 
explanation, it is assu~ed that .6.X=o·05, ..6. t=O ·0005 , 
Lines 1 through 4 dimension and double precision 
the program variables. 
Lines 8 through 12 define the essential central 
variables. A I =A ; ])TA=f{t'; JJX=b.X ; BC = bou:r.1dary 
condition on the surface; PI =initial concentration 
in the torus. 
Lines 13 through 16 represent the constant terms 
of the finite difference equations. 
Lines 17 through 20 are the terms vrhi ch control 
various :DO loops. E:i? = nULlber of time steps; HX 
nwuber of spatial increments in the X direction 
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( l .... y ::= L•o -~or Y -- o. 05 ) · -. ·z ·-x· 1 --7. 
.. r - ~.. ' h = J.\ + ; .r:<..J = number 
tl1at locates lJ.od~l -Jo" n-'- 1 · 
-- l ..!.-. vS a ong Z=O line. 
Lines 21 tl1roush 45 calculate the location of the 
nodal points, stores the ve:.lues of X and z at each 
11odal point and on the boundary. It also defines the 
initial concentration profile. 
Lines 25 through 35 contain the routine .for locating 
the upper nodes on each line of constant X. The key to 
the node location routine is storing a floating point 
number in a fixed. point location and teJ:i:ng advantage 
of rotmd off. -5 In line 2i3 the factor· of 5,..10 had to 
be used to compeusate for computer round. off error w·hen 
ca~LCUlathlg a floating :point 11.umber. 
In all parts of ~he program, I corresponds to the 
X direction and J to the Z direction. In the overall scheme 
o:f the solu.tj_on tw·o time pla11es, denoted as O(I,J) and 
B(I,J), are used. Initially, C(I,J) is stored and then 
by classical explicit method E(I,J) is calculated. Then, 
the values of B(I,J) are stored in C(I,J) locations and 
C(I,J) is printed out and another B(I,J) set is calculated. 
:Lines 47 through. 136 is t:he ex:plici t method calculation 
of the co11centrations at all points. Line 1+7 is the DO 
loop for time steps. Line 48 is the loop for steps 
from z-o to Z==~'l. for each value o:f X. Lines 53 and 54 
test the node to see if it has an unequal increment. In 
lines 57 and 58, ALX and ~LZ are the distances, number 
rr 
O:J 
of increments betwee~ the nodes (I±l, J) or ( I, J-1 ) 
and boundary ·through the node ( I, J ) • Line 59 detar-
mines vrhether ALX or l:o.LZ is lc;.rger. Line 67 tests -vrhether 
X is negative or positive. Line 69 calculates the con-
centra tion at the points .for negative X and .A.LX less tlJ.an 
ALZ. Line 75 calculates the concentrations at the points 
for .ALZ less than ALX:. Line 80 c2.lculates the concan-
tration at the points on Z=O line. Idne "83 calcula.tes 
the concentrations for the BS set of points. 
LLa.es 87 througl1. 101 calculate the dimensionless 
vohuuetric average concentration usi:;.'lg the trapezoidal 
rule for double integration. 
Line 102 defines the fraction extracted. Line 103 
prints out the value of the previous rt , point concen-
t:r·ation at Z=O and X=-o-8and fraction extracted at the 
corresponding value of lr . 
Lines 104 to 110 s1·d toh the values B{I,J) to C(I,J) 
for calculations at the next time step. 
Line 111 defines the next time step. Line 112 is 
the end of the time DO loop. 
:i?"'or the nuJ~lerioal solutio11 to the diffusion equation 
of a cylinder, the following chanr:;es in the :program are 
necessary. 
.A.l = O, SOl O, B3 2·DX_, STF = STF + FXT (I) 
n 
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~---LEVEl :-T;:I1TCE6 . -------------·--·- ·--·nrl\f!JST3"_6_Cf_lJASTC-FfJR:TR AN ··rv- TFT---CCPfPTCA:TTO~---· -· 
C ~ASS TRANS~FR FROM ~ TORUS 
C 501.1JTlfJI\! If\J PFCTANGIILAR CrJnPOINl\TFS RY EXPLTCTT ~1ETHOD 
-----s-.onol onrmrr:--rrR-n:-rs-r·n!\f-cP+r~""?TI0-< z; r, 2 rT,'<"r4·rr;-rr4i-,7n-;r~T~TT __ _ 
S.OOO~ DOUOLE PR[CISTnN DTA,nX,~C,PT,S,S2,SCl,S4,AN,ANN 
5.0003 DOU~LF PRECISION FXT{4l),STF,A3,CAV,SUMF $.0004 f)OlJf:\LF PRFCTSTON T/\IJ,Al,l\LX,ALl,TH,FF 
------ S-.~000 5------w R rr F { :r; lTlTT ___ ----- ------- -------·------·-----·---·-----------
S.0006 100 FORMAT(/10X,Fl5.~,15X,Fl5.~,15X,Fl5.5,5X,Fl0.5) 
S.0007 101 FORMAT( l7X, 'TAIJt ,25X, 1 MfSH POINT t ,25X, 1 FE 1 ,5X, 1 MESH POINT t) 
~---'C"'"'.C,_,C PHYSfCJ\L t\1--!D MATHFMI\TICI\L CONTROL VAPTARLES . 
S .. 0 0 0 ~ ;q~z-;-(\fT01HYO 
$.0009 OTA=0.0005 
S.00\0 OX=O.O~ 
$.0011 RC=O.O ------s-~·o·or~ -·-rr= 1 ~- o -~-----
ccc CALCULATION OF CONSTANT TERMS 
S.OOl~ S=DTA/(nX**2) 
-
__ _,S .. 001 4-'--- S?-::: S>.'<OX !? • s * oot·"~- ---s-~+=Tr.- 4.*"" . .----------------------------------
s.ool6 R3=(J.0/!3.141~9265*At>>*nX*2.o 
CCC f\IES T HIG CONTROL CONSTANTS-
S.00l7 NT=600 s·.-oOP'i _______ Nx=? 1 nx--·--
s.oolq MZ=NX+l 
S.0020 N7=1 
CCC C:ALCtJLhTl(lN flF NESTING INDICES AND STORAGE OF INITIAL CONDITIONS 
s • (fOTI crr;rJn-=·r,-.. 
5.0022 C{MZ,N7)=AC 
S.OD?3 X(2)=-0.05 
S 0024 D!J 1 I=?,NX 
----s-:--oo-2 :-:> ----AN=DS QRTn-;-=TXrTT**'Ll-17])1( 
S.00?6 N=AN 
S.00?7 ANN=N 
----,~--·. 0o_00 __ 12').·•_9.q ___ ·~---__..I F { M.1-,\ NN-5 .OE- 5) 2 ? 3 :::,- -- ,- 2 c-mnTNl . 
$.0030 M( I l=N7+N 
S.0031 GO Tn 4 
S .0032 1 r:nNTTf\JUE 
----s-~·nrr3--:J. --Me TT==N r+w+ 
S.0034 4 CONTINUE 
S.003~ _ MB=M(ll 
---- S • 0 016 r. ( I • ~~ R ) -= f'\.C .,.,........,....,.... 
----s-:cYo3r----rcr-:r.wr~ns(J r~ r n-.--=;cnT;{(.'*Ll 
S.OO~A LA=NZ 
$.0039 t-lfl.d1( I }-1 
5.0040 On 6 J=LA,MA 
----s-:-orJ4l---------crr; .1) =-P r·------- ----------~------------------------------·-------·····-····-------·- -·-···-··---···----------·-
s.oo42 7(I,J>=(J-N71*DX 
S.OOtt3 6 CONTINIJF 
S.0044 X(J+l)=(T-?O}*DX s.oo4s r cn~1rrr-~~~~~------~----------------------------------------------
ccc CALCULATION OF CONCENTRATION PROFILES 
S.0046 TAU=O.O 
--$.0047 DO 70--KK=1-:,·~-JT 
S.004R DO 20 T=?,NX 
S.004Q LA=N? 
5~0050 MA=M(J)-1 
----s-:-rro-~1 s-cr==-l-.;7TI\T+""XT1TT.,r . $.0052 on 24 J=LA,MA 
S.0053 JF( (OA.P,S{l( I,J) )+DX)~<*?-(1.-{X(l )**2)} )25,25,26 
s.0054 25 CONTINlfl= 
-----s-.-rross--------r FT <oARS TlCCTl r+rncr>l>'->:'2-=--rr-:=-z.rr;-JT*'*2Tlrr~-27 ,7..6 ···-····--·-----------.. -·--·-·-------···--·-
cc Cl\l OITTON OF CONCFNTPATION AT NODES ~4ITH UNEQUAL INCREMENTS 
5.0056 ?6 CDNTINUF 
~ .Qj)l)7 ALX= I f1S()RT{ DA~S C 1 .- (Z ( 1 ,J l **?)))-DABS (X l I l) +OX) /DX 
-----:s-:-o os 8 -ALT=TrY!)·Q·P-iT!Yl\tr$Tl: • - {X { I } * *2TTT=lYATKlTCT;-JTr+lTXTTD'X-----------· 
S.0059 IF{ALX-Al7)28,?.8,29 
S.0060 2R CONTTNUF 
--~·$.0061 TH=(l.-ALXl 
s-.-oo·6·2------~rr Trr ·3o -------------------
s.oo61 ?9 CONT1NU~ 
S.0064 TH=(l.-ALZJ 




T F ( X ( I ) +0. 0) 6 2, 6?, 61 
C X LFSS THAN ZERO 
--·--·-s·.-o?Y6s---"'·-----6-2 ··coN T TNUF ·····-- ····· ... ·-----------------·------ ·-----·--··· ----··---·. ··- ···-·· ........... ·-- .. ··-······--·-·-···-·--···-·-· 
S.006Q RII.JJ=fRC-!TH*fCS+SClJ*C(f+2,J)+IS-SCl)*CCI,J)+S*C(I+l,J+l)+ 
/S*C f 1+1 ,J-1 )+{ l.-4.*S)*C( I+l,J) l l l/ALX 
S.Q070 r.o TO l0~Ynrn~rrrn--------------------------------------------
___ .....,_,._~...;_;.<..---.,...c---.x7.-rn=-ATER TRA fiJ Z EH 0 
5.0071 63 CONTTNUF $.0072 ~{T,J)=(RC-(TH*IfS+SCl-l*Cft,J)+(S-SCl)*C(J-2,J)+S*Cti-l,J+l)+ 
/S*C(I-1,J-l)+(1.-4.*Sl*C(I-l,J)))J/ALX 
----------s-:ocrrr------·-- c;o ··ro--·- 1 q-··- ---·------------------------····· -- ----·- ---··---- -- ·· · ---··-- ----··---·· ·-···-·····--- .. --·-····-··C.···----·-····-········· 
S.007'+ 
$.()()75 
c AL7 LESS THAN ALX 
3 l C fiN TI ~lll E Q_CI_,_,U:::.Jl}C_:- ( Tl:i:::JJ5+ SC l l ~:('. r I+ 1 ,_J-1 J.+ f S-SCl > ~C( I- L.t...J..-1) +S*C ( T, J) + 
Tr;,-.:.:c. < T, J-2l +Tl.-'t• ~'TI*C ( t, ,Fnl JT/AL Z 
s.007h Go rn ~9 
s.oo77 ?.7 cn~rT1~111F 
· ____ $_ .. _ Q_Q 7 B___ _____ T F ( l ( I , J ) + 0 • 0 } 3 2 , ·.p , -:>, "3 
C -CAL CULA TI ON 01:: -CQi\fCF.NTKATTOW-1\LOl\IG- ·z:rr TT Nf 
S.0079 '.:\2 rnNTTNUJ: 
S. 0 OR 0 R ( T , J ) = ( S + SC 1 } >.'<C ( T + l, J) + { <;- SC 1 ) *C ( I -1 , J l + 2* S*C ( I , J + 1 ) + 
---=-·-=-=,....,..,-------"'--( 1 .. 0- lt. '~ S l >:' r: ( T ,.J l s • o o B 1 r;~') -·-·rn-3 -ry 
CAI.ClJl .ATION nr CONCENTRATTfJN AT EQUJ\LLY SPACED POINTS c 
S.OOR? 33 CONTINUE 
__ s__!_oo_~_1'-----· ___ 7 ~{! !.~-! ~-~ r !tiH-jJf.lli-_1_!_4l!__LS-s_c l_t*c;J_r -1, ~-'-+~t,c~Jl, ~-~1L~:5_>::~U_,J:-:1J_.!. __ _ 
$.0081t 3q CONTII\ltlf: 
.s • o or~ 'l ? 4 c n ~n T r--.n n= 
___ _..Sw·~On'\A ?0 CONTII'llJI= 
·---.c~c<-xc Ct\CC:UT7.1!TITN Of THE VfJLUMF AVFRAhF COf\TCFNTP:l\' ...... T-.r-rc-rrlN..-----------
s.oon7 no Rl t~?,NX 




S OOQ? nn AI'; ,l:=Tl\J..-:.Mf\ ---s~7jq 3 ·-~ urrt=-;;s-Lr~w-+c Cl,Jl 
S.OOC)I+ 85 (.IJNTTN\IF. S • 0 0 q 5 1= X T ( r l = n X* { ( C ( I , L A ) +C I 1 , M h.+ l } ) /2 • + S U ~1 F ) + ( Z ( T , M A+ 2 ) - Z ( I , M A+ 1 ) ) I? • 
----s~. ·oorro _____ A""rL 2 ~~ t I ~J0 ~+ lJ_+.~J~' M A+ 2 LL____ --~- ------- ---·--------~----------· ------~-- ·-~---------------····-
s.noQ7 STF=n.o 
s.oonq nn 90 J=?,NX 
----~S.009Q STF=STF+CA.~l~+~X~f~T~)~)~*~F~X~T~(~l~l ____________________________________________________ _ 
s·-.:rfl 0 o 9\J""CONT fNUr-
S.OlOl CAV=R3*STF 
S.0\07 FF=l.O-CAV 
_____ _:_s .D.JD_:~ en:·------~~~ Jf:~~-~-.~ l?3~r1-~Hr{r~H-ki-t~o-'=-t-n~bGtkk-sToR/\-GE"_______ ~--------------------------·--- ·---·-·- -- ---
s.olo4 on 41 T=?,NX 
S.Ol05 LA=N7 
_. ___ _s_,_O_lf) f;, M A= ~·1 ( 1 ) - 1 
s • 0 1 o 7 n rj-4f,-J = 0.--;-MI 
S • 0 1 0 >-1 C ( I • ,J ) = R ( T , J ) 
s • o 1 o,., 4 6 c n t-n II' Ill F 
s.oun 41 rnNTH!ur:: ------s-~-oYf_1 _______ ---· -1',\LJ=DiA- --:<KK _______ _ 
S.Oll2 70 CONTINUE 
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